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BEYOND
IMAGINATION

To bring stunning and
innovative decor solutions
to our customers within
their framed budget. We
specialize in quality and
timely solutions for each
and every project we work
on.
The magniﬁcent
experience brings more
and more people to us and
when you join them, you'll
see why. You'll be amazed
by the state of the art
creativity in each decor set
up.

THE CORE

BRAND STORY

Bharat Modi

this is unique identity project
for our client who wants to create
a unique celebration experience in
the life and future.
our challenge is to think about how
people's life while change celebration.

Beginning the legacy of entrepreneurship, Mr Bharat
Modi founded Poojan Decor PVT LTD in 1991 with a
dream of making events beautiful. He brought in an
inventive outlook in the industry and made Poojan
Décor PVT LTD shine as an ultimate disruptive
innovation, giving a new purview to many, and ensuring
unique styling for all the wedding functions. This vision
and zest of life add up to assure a promising future of
the company.

below is our answer for poojan
Pintoo (Pinkal) Dandwala
He is the enterprising power behind Poojan Décor. With
his belief in customers' satisfaction and innovative
decor solutions, he joined the company in its initial
stage and since then is working hard to make a robust
mark in the industry. Always open to innovation and
good ideas, he brings the most talented designers
together to craft the dreamy decor concepts.

Yash Modi
The imperatives of the clients rising and the
technologies advancing, YashModi has contributed in
the transformation of this award winning decor
company. He develops his own concepts and designs
for the captivating events that Poojan does. Well
connected to the Indian culture, he has a special liking
for the traditional decor concepts and holds winsome in
them.

Here's the story
of its origin.
Traditionally, every religious
and auspicious function begins
with worship of Lord Ganesh.

the form of ganesha and alphabet "P" fused together to form logo

The majestic wedding reception with theme - Tree of
life - based on family bonding, was designed by
AbhishekArora. A wooden platform, covering 60,000
sqr feet area, was created with an inlet Banyan tree in
the middle. The large platform was covered with
niche carpets and special lounges. A gigantic stage
with lavender garden made the whole setup solemn.
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LET US

to walk you through our comprehensive process of crafting dreams..

Orientation meeting for understanding
brief and get the best designers on board

Presenting our best of the
ideas and designs

Starting the ignition of work to make your
imaginations become reality

Venue visits
for structural layouting

Designed by AbhishekArora, this wedding reception was a wonderful combination of different structures, all amazingly detailed. For
Akash&Rajvi's wedding reception, we crafted a contemporary wedding reception with various elements on Sabarmati riverfront event centre.

A three-layered 39 feet long stage, covered with carnations, brassica and orchids, along with giant lounge was planned. The couple entered on
a glass ﬂoor embraced with ﬂoral Rangoli. The previous page illustrates the ﬂoral details of the reception stage.

A wedding reception,
designed by Heena Patel,
crafted with the love of
1,00,000 real red roses.
Amazing golden gazebos
spelled magic with all
those red roses to make it
something just out of the
dreams, splitting the
fragrance of inducing
sophistication.

Something so subtle to fall in love and so classy to build an everlasting memory, for Yash&Jinal's ring ceremony, we created this teal soothing
green environment. Flower valleys as the entrance and turkish geometrical stage were the main elements of this pompous affair. Adding up to its
beauty, there were the strands of lillies and orchids with bright chandeliers in the banquet area.

A reception stage with whimsical clouds created with gypsophila ﬂowers and minimal chandeliers.

For Astha&Avishkar's wedding, the aim was to create an awe-inspiring, yet an elegant and
soothing set up. They wanted the guests to have a mystic experience while they are in the
venue, and so every corner was given utmost importance of personal touch.
Heena Patel's design was embellished with everything gracious and regal, like brass vessels,
skinned plates, hundreds of vintage wall clocks and ofcourse thousands of Indian ﬂowers.
Through a special gate, with a structure consisting group of folk singers & musicians sitting
to simulate, it was where the Bride walked in.

With the famous Thai ﬂoral art - Dok Mai Thai, a pleasing wedding chauri was created with 3D elements for
Saloni's wedding with ﬂowers and the ﬂorists been shipped all the way from Thailand. The elements included
lotus ﬂower and bells,pastel and green, all made combining tiny ﬂowers with colors so pretty that it would appeal
you with its minimality.

A very playful entrance with bright colorful
tube-lanterns and mischievous tensiled
dining lounges for a 50th wedding anniversary
function, it was a gift by a son for his parents.
The passage was built with numerous colorful
ribbons making everything appear neon
bright.

A wedding chauri depicted in tree branches, with ﬂower tassels and chandeliers
for Naina&Smit's wedding. Printed cloth drapings& green georgette cloth were
used at foyers as well as dinner tables to give the function a freshening look. The
decor design was so simpliﬁcally beautiful as well as complexioned elegant.

With 50,000 lotuses with pastel color ombre and thousands of brass votives, numerous tuberose
and roses tassels, we succeeded the making of this rich classical wedding reception stage.
The previous page picture is of the ﬁrst ever grandest dome wedding in Ahmedabad. For
Anuj&Harshita's monsoon wedding, we created a fully waterproofed and air-conditioned dome
structure in Green YMCA lawn for 2000 guests. They wished for each guest to have a VIP feel, all
of those who were to attend the wedding reception and thence a fairyland was created with tons of
ﬂowers, namely wisteria, roses and cally lilies to add magic in their moments.

And one of the most amazing monsoon weddings designed to
be in the banquet, adorning with rajanigandha tassels, petals of
roses & printed drape sof fabric..

A colorful mehendi setup with many-many marigolds and all colorful
elements. Interesting patang hangings and colorful seating lounges were
the main attractions in this function. From ﬂowers to petals, from ribbon
to papers, from colors to glitters, this mehendi had it all. Giving a
reﬂection of Gujarati culture, we kept up revered the client's expectations
and ﬁlled their wedding functions with traditions.

A wooden rustic
brunch party with
plenty of photogenic
elements was
organised at Suryam
Repose, Thol. The
function had four
different types of
photobooth, making
it a little more than
just a gathering, and
a lot more
happening.

As mehendi functions must always be bursting, this beautiful bride added on much of the decor ﬁlled with colorful birds and clusters;
a function with a lot of ribbons and colorful furniture and elements. Each color in this colorful carnival was show stopper and a reﬂection of joy.
Again something very subtle, in the following page, but classy designed by Heena Patel. Shreenathji motives ﬂower pasted with perfect
craftsmanship by Poojan Decor PVT LTD and thousands of diya to brighten Green Andaaz.The ﬂower pasted icons looking like wall paintings
and the epoch look for food counters went complimenting with the grey & maroon crush velvet curtains.

Riana's birthday party was organized at Green YMCA Banquet indulging paper lamps, balloons, ﬂowers,
butterﬂies, gift hampers and what not. Everything we had put on there was one of the cutest things even
we had seen. The stage was created with a palace like set up with circus rides elements and the seating
under a pink gazebo embellished with all fairy hangings and colors. A special kids area was created with
the children rides and swings.

This colorful pre-wedding function designed by AbhishekArora, was indeed a lovely affair. Giant structures
were covered by strings. We used these neon -colored strings for the very ﬁrst time and had created a setup of
such embellished colors. The structures were representative geometries – a very contemporary look. The
blue lights from the ground made those structures vibrant and outstanding.

Gruh shanti pooja with garlands of all those bright, soft & rich orange marigolds. Minimal & quiet basic decor make
the space look like holy, of earthen lamps and marigold curtains.
The most attractive food counters, as in the picture of next page, with mirrors on table tops, was a success of making
the food area appear grand with the reﬂections of cutlery, table props and overhead chandeliers.

From a Khandwala family's wedding, the vivid chauri was created on a round
waterbody with a full pavilion seating. The ﬂowers used on stage were of rainbow
colors and created a full patch of them on this wonderful contemporary authentic
chauri.

Back to the Roman empire, holding in our gothic theme and structures for a completely ultra-modern modish
anciency wedding reception, designed by AbhishekArora, this concept has ever since been favorite for our
clients. Whatever that can be imagined, can be created. This GOTHIC THEME reﬂects the idea ambivalent.

The main attraction for this wedding reception was seating lounges with a lot of hangings and bulbs. Thousands of orchids
&histeria ﬂowers were used for decorating these lounges along with the roses pasted on round frames.

New concepts for every cocktail parties. We conceptualize the party themes as per your
tastes and likings. The fully customized cocktail parties craft an unforgettable experience
for lifetime.

This is when we created the whole Zootopia city for Samaira's birthday party. The
concept was designed by Ayushi from Little Poppins. All the cute and lovely things
were brought together for this cutest birthday party ever.

Well, Navratri for us is more of a decor ﬁesta than Garba!

A night devoted for the suﬁs, drown into the melody of Nusrat Fateh
Ali Khan, Rehman and Shergill; and more to remember, this picture
is from an event in UDAIPUR, in the wedding of Shiv&Shruti. One of
the best experience of outstationed and destination wedding that we
have worked to decor for, this SUFI NIGHT covered in the aroma of
pink-purple ambience and lights could be a promise of nostalgia in
your event.

Raw tan structure, glass notives, passage full of antiques and stage full
of ﬂowers, this is our idea for decor, if a opaque decor is what you wish
for.
Poojan Decor has always been upheld to serve with an innovation each
time; we work to impress with our decor that expresses.

Acknowledgement

A note from the work place,

Writing the acknowledgement, we all wordlessly have so much to say
about. People to be thanked never fades in the list, if we make any. With
the miles of time that the company has travelled through, the day when
the idea of ﬁnding Poojan Decor PVT LTD emerged, it still seems like just
yesterday. What keeps me the days and years counted is the people,
building us, helping us, appreciating us, but always holding us upright.

We are here to make your events grand, transform your wedding to
magniﬁcent and add some extra charm to your celebrations. The
magniﬁcence, sense of the art and all the decor elements with distinctive
qualities, and everything good that you experience holds a story of its
own. And the story is our Team.

First of all, we would give applauses to the family of ours, staying back
there in the homes, who made us know how relations and moments
spent with them matters. Their constant moral support made us
strengthened, not just morally but in all the way they ever could.
To our people in the work place, binding to each other despite of
differences, for they use their difference to create distinction. They work
so hard in the ofﬁce and on sites, days over days, improvise hour by
hour and what they put us before us is always something which fulﬁlls
our expectations from them.
To our designers, photographers, videographers, ﬂorists, sound
managers, and all our professionals who work with us to make our
plotted plans appear live and lively before eyes. With the accuracy
you'all work with, you make us shine brighter.
"We made "Poojan" born, you make it live."

The team comprising of the decor experts, event professionals and a
bunch of other great minds. We share a common passion for
innovations, excellence and customer delights. We work to see our
passion shining through the lights hanging from your wedding's
passage, our efforts elaborating from the crystals in your parties and
toasts, our pride walking on the ramp of your fashion shows, our
concepts glowing with your birthday candles, and our dreams fulﬁlling
in your smile. At Poojan, with all these greatness and gladness of minds,
we craft a team, with a focus of building an organization that fosters
innovation & care.

